A S THEOLOGIANS know well, the term "magisterium" denotes the exercise of teaching authority in the Catholic Church. 1 The transfer of this teaching authority from those who had acquired knowledge to those who received power 2 was a long, gradual, and complicated process, the history of which has only partially been written. Some significant elements of this history have been overlooked, impairing a full appreciation of one of the most significant semantic shifts in Catholic ecclesiology.
The educational element seems more classical, but it also encompassed notions that would eventually be used to strengthen the authority of theological schools. By controlling the education of its clerical elites the alma mater could rightfully claim a certain authority over its suppôts. 15 A graduate who became bishop or even pope, might well receive a new power of order and jurisdiction that directly dealt with the defense of orthodoxy, but in the area of the exposition of doctrine he remained a member of the body and as such was bound by his allegiance to his school. 16 A third element should be added that explained the special claim to authority by the Faculty of Paris in the late Middle Ages: its close association with the State. "Consultant of Christendom," the Faculty was also the "Ordinary Council of the Gallican Church," 17 a title which clearly reflected an evolution toward an identification with the National Church, protected by a set of customs that constituted its "Liberties." The crown was the defender of these rights, and the Parliament of Paris, the guardian of this independence. The title of "Permanent Council of the Gauls," bestowed by King Charles VI in 1414, achieve. By the end of the sixteenth century, the establishment of permanent nunciatures assured a form of control that had never been possible before. 20 The instructions given to the ministers of the Holy See encouraged them to establish close contacts with the doctors and to favor among them fidelity to Rome. 21 This was not too difficult since preferments and benefices still depended upon registration by the Roman Datary. Moreover the new authority given by the Tridentine legislators to the ordinaries meant that the status of theologians was much more restricted within the boundary of their discipline. Though not explicitly conciliar in their format, 22 the assemblies of the French Clergy also contributed to this reduction of influence. The place of theologians in this system was therefore well defined by Melchior Cano, who simply considered them as mere witnesses of the tradition of the Church. 23 Concerned about the defense of orthodoxy, many Parisian divines accepted this reduced state. 24 But a reaction was inevitable.
THE RICHERIST REACTION
Edmond Richer, who became syndic, moderator, of the Faculty of Theology of Paris in January 1608, had been appointed to reorganize and strengthen an institution that had suffered severely during the religious wars. From his perspective this goal could only be achieved by a reaffirmation of the conciliar tradition which he envisioned in a personal way in the context of the modern state. He therefore asked his colleagues to reestablish what he called the doctrine of the school of Paris, by creating a Body of Doctrine, a set of references that expressed it. To do so would have been not only to refresh an ecclesiology that had been weakened by the Protestant schism, but to claim the particular authority of the company of theologians. His proposal was defeated by a coalition of ideologically "ultramontane" doctors headed by the fa-20 P. Blet Richer's goals were complex ones that would need to be considered separately. 26 Rather than an organized resistance, they might well have represented a last effort to oppose an inevitable evolution of the French Church according to the lines of the Parti Dévot 27 Nevertheless, despite its relative weakness, the Gallican tradition still had its defenders within the Faculty of Theology, 28 who were able to maintain their influence during the entire century and eventually become very strong. The imposition of different issues dealing with the magisterium of the body of theologians seems to be the major cause of this success.
THE PLACE OF THEOLOGIANS
The first challenge that the Faculty would have to answer came from theologians who simply denied its authority. In 1631 the doctors had censured a book written by an English Jesuit on the matter of ecclesiastical hierarchy. 29 In a response the author did not hesitate to rebuff his censors:
No university, much less the one in Paris, has the privilege of infallibility in matters of faith, and the only authority it has depends upon the science and prudence exercised by its censors in their judgments.
30
The reaction came in a work that was soon considered to represent the official doctrine of the French Church. Under the pen name of "Petrus Aurelius" the soon to be famous Abbé de Saint-Cyran offered a rather moderate conception: 25 
31
This passage concisely indicates the new context in which the reflection on the role of theologians was to develop. First, the authority of the papacy, with the unresolved but very present question of infallibility. 32 Second, the power of bishops and their relationship with the theologians. Speaking from an ultramontane perspective "Loemelius," a Jesuit, implicitly indicated a third element that Aurelius did not fail to notice and answer: the qualification of religious orders to perform this office of science and prudence. The quarrel between the university and religious orders belonged to ancient history, but the establishment in France of the Society of Jesus had rekindled it. 33 The recent censure of the author Santarelli had also contributed to throw suspicion on the order members of the Faculty, always inclined to receive direction from their Roman superiors. 34 Aurelius alluded to these elements in reminding his opponents that, though Cajetan had been censured by Parisian theologians, he always spoke with respect for the institution, and that Ignatius of Loyola had not wanted any response to be made against the conclusion pronounced by the Faculty of Paris against his Society "because of the respect he had for this company."
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Without clearly articulating it, Saint-Cyran suggested a danger that was confusedly perceived by many of his readers: the fact that with the renewed stress on the primacy of the pope and the aura given to it by the still undefined conception of infallibility, theological pronouncements might well be reserved to Rome, with the help of a few specialists. As a matter of fact this situation already existed with the stabilization of two "congregations," the Sacred Inquisition and the Index. Only the most "Roman" among French Catholics accepted the deci- It was a steadfast attitude of the French monarchy to refuse promulgation of the decisions of these Roman congregations in the kingdom. Unfortunately for Saint-Cyran and his friends, the very danger they envisioned soon materialized, and by their own doing, since it was through their insistence on the disputes about salvation and grace that the issue of "Jansenism" was deferred to the papacy.
In order to control the controversies De Auxiliis, hotly debated between Catholic schools of thought, the Holy See had proclaimed a "liberty of doctrine" and forbidden any further discussion, 37 a wise albeit unrealistic decision that was hardly observed, as the publication of Cornelius Jansenius's Augustinus (1640) made evident. 38 In its condemnation of the work, the bull In eminenti (1643) clearly renewed the general defense and expressed Rome's intention to keep in line such theological irresponsibility and lack of respect for its authority. This theme of "power over theology" was to underlie the long debate that followed. 39 
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The result of this successful exercise of "academic independence" was an increased controversy on these matters within the Faculty itself, which culminated in the denunciation of seven propositions at the prima mensis of July 1649. The history of these propositions, the first five of which would eventually form the core of the heresy called "Jansenism," is a complicated one. 41 propositions were not invented by Dr. Nicolas Cornet, the syndic who denounced them, but were present in theses submitted by students for their examinations; and second, that, though their association with Augustinian doctrine is evident, they were not directly excerpted from Jansenius's condemned Augustinus.
42 Therefore the conflict concerning the propositions was an authentic theological dispute that should have been resolved by the body in which it arose. But the doctors were unable to agree upon a procedure that would secure impartiality.
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The Faculty having lost a major opportunity to assert its theological power, the first five propositions were submitted to Rome by an important number of French bishops. All the doctors could do was to send observers, who followed attentively the process of condemnation that produced the Constitution Cum occasione. 4 * Their subsequent registration of the document was a mere formality controlled by the King who had sent the bishop of Rennes to ensure it.
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To sum up: whatever their theological inclinations, the authority of the doctors did not fare very well during the condemnation of the "Five Propositions.
,, Not only had they shown their inability to resolve a difficult question by themselves, but the Roman decision established very clearly that the papacy was well in charge of such matters. That they had directly or indirectly witnessed this process of decision is also of importance, as they were more acquainted with curial procedures, totally in the hands of members of the regular clergy, and became aware of the assumption sustaining such an intervention: the special assistance promised by Christ to His vicar on earth. Having exposed his view in two rather aggressive pamphlets, the doctor was denounced to the Faculty and eventually condemned by his peers on two grounds: one of "temerity" concerning the "fact of Jansenius," that is the presence of the five propositions in Augustinus; the other of "heresy," for an expression that was indeed dubious. 47 Far from being a futile exercise, the discussion of the temerity issue by 153 doctors exposed the tensions that existed not only within the body but also the theologians' personal positions on the issue. I assent to Cum occasione, said Arnauld in substance, but this assent can only be external, since, as a theologian, I know: (a) that the propositions have an orthodox (Augustinian) sense; (b) that they cannot be found in Augustinus. In other words, when it comes to theology, the rules are the same for everyone: Scripture, the Fathers, correct methodology. As a Catholic, I am not going to deny explicitly the authority of the Roman Pontiff, but as a specialist I am entitled to exert my judgment and respectfully dissent.
The discussion at the Sorbonne showed how divisive this approach was, as many who were not particularly empathetic with their PortRoyal colleague totally shared his argument and developed it in ways that went much further. chiefly the result of the State's desire to silence him; but the way it was achieved-by his own alma mater-was for the Faculty a ritual act of self-mutilation that left deep scars. More than 100 doctors and graduates (about one fifth of the body) followed him in his dissent. They remained active nevertheless as individuals and contributed to bringing new perspectives to the company by appealing to its pastoral responsibilities.
A BODY OF "PASTORAL THEOLOGIANS"
The body that participated in the Jansenist controversy in the years 1649-1655 was naturally in direct continuity with those who constituted the Faculty of Theology of Paris in the early part of the century. The one major difference was in its size; whereas the number of graduates of the Faculty oscillated between 21 and 41 every other year for the period 1578-1638, it varied between 41 and 66 for the period 1640-1658. 49 This growth reflected an influx of clerics regular (which was soon stemmed) and also an increment of members of the secular clergy, probably consistent with the success of the Catholic renewal. This sociological observation might explain the shift described here.
The corporation of theologians which was involved in the Faculty's decision ofthat period, and particularly Arnauld's case, certainly represented the elite of the French clergy. More and more bishops came from its ranks, as of course did professors in the different schools associated with the University; many Parisian curés were also among them, the rest exercised their ministry in a parish, a religious community, or a noble family. In other words, the context in which these professional theologians claimed to exercise their authority had subtly but enormously changed. They had been formed not simply to study; as priests, 50 they were expected to acquire a great sense of seriousness, of responsibility; they were to aspire to personal holiness, and were to sustain and strengthen the faith of the people committed to their care. They were "pastoral theologians"-not, of course in our current sense of that term, but the term and the image may help us to appreciate their dedication, their conviction, and also their limitation. The Faculty still remained a body of specialists, whose theological training was largely sound and coherent, and who enjoyed endless debates on abstract matters, but it also developed as a "company" of priests who deeply adhered to the spirituality in which they had been formed.
Theology was for them the science of salvation, and they perceived themselves as doubly qualified for its control: as doctors and as pastors. This meant, of course, that, when doctrinal issues would again be raised, the Faculty would be more interested than ever to take part in the discussion of them and to assert its competence.
Paradoxically this "pastoral" concern seems at first to have overshadowed the particular role of the Faculty; the anti-laxist campaign, 51 that followed in the wake of Pascal's Lettres Provinciales, was launched not by the doctors of Paris, but by the "companies" of curés.
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The Parisian pastors, many of them graduates of the Faculty, demanded the condemnation of a defense of casuistry published in 1657. 53 Significantly they went first to the vicars general of the diocese, then to the Parliament, and finally to the General Assembly of the French Clergy which was in session. Their request to the Faculty of Theology was made on orders from the Chancellor of the Kingdom.
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As it had been commanded, the Faculty duly censured the Apologie, thus endorsing a pastoral perspective shared by many, while undoubtedly resenting a persistent lack of independence and freedom. why, among other factors, 55 "Roman" ecclesiology became more visible in the Faculty. After all, between two masters, the more distant one is often to be preferred. Actually many doctors wanted neither, as the conflicts about "Gallicanism" clearly demonstrate.
In 1663 the Parliament of Paris requested that the Faculty censure a student who had defended papal infallibility in one of his theses. The issue had little to do with the Faculty but much to do with the current difficult relations between France and the Holy See. 56 Gallican principles which had been steadfastly maintained by the body of jurists and more pragmatically by the public administration, suddenly became the only French tradition. Denis Talon, the Avocat Général, who expressed these ideas in an interview he had with a commission appointed by the Faculty to deal with these matters, certainly made a mistake when he stated that the Parliament, the "Protector of the Faculty, had always supported it in maintaining sure doctrine." 57 The theologians did not appreciate this type of support and made clear to the jurists that they were not qualified to judge doctrinal matters. 58 Eventually, of course, they had to yield to pressure, which grew heavier with the addition of another similar case. 59 A settlement had to be negotiated: it took the form of a Declaration in six articles in which the Faculty expressed in cautious terms its doctrine on ecclesiastical power. 60 The negative wording of the articles dealing with papal authority indicated the unwillingness of the theologians to commit themselves to more than what they were forced to define 61 -a matter of conviction, certainly, for many, but for most a question of pride. 55 Including the expulsion of the graduates who refused to subscribe to Arnauld's censure, most of whom were more inclined to Gallican perspectives. 56 Despite their divergences on the issues, the doctors shared their syndic's opinion that it was better to wait for the end of these "bad times" and hope for freedom to be given back to the Faculty. 62 The Faculty did not take any satisfaction in the king's order to use its declaration as an official expression of doctrine and actually did not enforce it with its students.
It would be incorrect, though, to conclude from this behavior that the majority of doctors were totally opposed to the ecclesiology expressed in the six articles published under their names. 63 Above all, they resented the Parliament's intrusion, but they also had some illusions as to papal support of their cause. These were soon to dissipate as the doctors incurred a stern Roman rebuke for one of the few decisions they made with full liberty.
THE LIMITS OF THEOLOGIANS
For many doctors the tension between Faculty and Parliament had one positive result: it convinced the magistrates of the need to enforce the old statutes limiting the participation of clerks regular in the assemblies. 64 The theologians also understood that the best way to maintain their freedom was to defend it themselves by taking necessary initiatives. When they became aware of a book in French by one of their number-a Carmelite who had taken the pen name of "Jacques Vernant"-written on the sensitive theme of ecclesiastical power, they soon decided to defuse the time bomb by taking the matter into their own hands.
The censure they produced is an impressive document, reflecting a certain moderation, that goes beyond the classic opposition between "Gallicans" and "Romans." This is one of the few instances in which the Faculty appeared free from external pressure, though of course they knew that they had to take into account the doctrine published under their names a year before. It is significant that they went much beyond these articles in one particular instance: the rights and privi-leges of the curés. 65 The climate in which the document was produced also reflected a rare atmosphere of intelligent discussion and desire to reach a consensus, certainly fostering a renewed sense of identity and authority. 66 In the same vein, the issue of laxist morality was taken up again and dealt with in an even more consensual spirit. tion, 78 but they had been made to feel the extreme limits of their power.
The Faculty could not expect very much support from the State either, as they were soon to realize. In March of 1682 a royal edict was promulgated ordering the teaching of the Declaration of the French Clergy, comprising four articles on political and ecclesiastical sovereignties. 79 These "Gallican Articles" were in direct continuity with the six of 1663, but they had been approved by another body, and once again the Faculty was reduced to a secondary status. As the doctors saw clearly, the edict actually made the procurator general "judge of doctrine," and submitted their company to the "tyranny" of the Archbishop of Paris. 80 The majority of them refused to register it. This strong resistance nearly brought on a radical transformation of the Faculty into a mere advisory council. 81 Eventually, of course, the doctors gave up, after being forbidden by parliament to hold their usual meetings. Upon their registration of the Articles, they received authorization to meet again "in order to be able to offer [when requested] their doctrinal advice." A year later the Faculty duly censured at the parliament's request excerpts from a pastoral letter by the Archbishop of Esztergom that had been deemed offensive to Gallican principles. iveness and its desire to take theological matters into its own hands. The best way of claiming a power being to exert it, we see the doctors taking up the hottest issues of the time; we notice also that they took great care to explain the theological basis of their intervention. This "quiet revolution" would inevitably set off a major confrontation. It happened with the crisis of the Constitution Unigenitus (1713). On that occasion the issue of the magisterium of the Faculty was at last openly argued. The doctors did not win their case, but at least what it was all about finally became clear to all.
The first significant decision taken by the Faculty to assert itself was the establishment in 1696 of a commission in charge of the approval of books to be printed. This ancient privilege of the Faculty had been undermined by the establishment of a "preliminary censure" under state control. 83 The new decision manifested a desire to regain lost ground. 84 It was a mild challenge to the State that went undisturbed. Rome was also quietly but repeatedly defied. Also in 1696, the Faculty censured the works of Maria d'Agreda, which had been condemned by the Roman Inquisition in 1681, 85 a not very subtle way to deny the universal value of that earlier decision. In 1698 a procedure was engaged to collect signatures against twelve propositions extracted from Archbishop Fénelon's Maximes des saints, 86 a book already under scrutiny at the Holy Office. 87 This action, possibly the first step toward a full censure, was not exactly well received in the Eternal City.
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The same procedure was followed in 1700 regarding an even more sensitive topic, what is commonly but inappropriately called the "Chi-nese Rites controversy," which was also pending at the Vatican. 89 A first consultation simply collected the doctors' (negative) judgments over the very questions under study at the Holy Office since 1697. 90 In that case however the Faculty went further and, after lengthy debates, condemned a series of propositions excerpted from different books on this subject. 91 That this later initiative was perceived as a renewed affirmation of the Faculty's magisterium appears evident in the polemics that followed it, 92 and more subtly in the "message" that Clement XI sent to the Faculty through a French visitor:
That he never considered the censure of the latest propositions more than a doctrinal opinion (avis doctrinal), similar to those given by the Faculty on many important occasions, upon request of his predecessors. That the Faculty was too enlightened not to know that decisions in matters of faith do not belong to faculties [of theology]. 93 The publication, a year later, of a Case of Conscience resolved by members of the Faculty, must have signaled to Clement that subtlety was not sufficient. 94 The case was soon condemned for renewing the Jansenist controversy, but both the pope and the French bishops, including those considered usual supporters of the Faculty, made very clear that decisions of faith were no longer within the doctors' competence. 95 With the Constitution Vineam domini (1705) that condemned the Case, the Faculty entered once again into the troubled waters of Jansenism. The doctors had no choice but to register the papal document, as well as the one that soon followed censuring Quesnel's Réflexions morales sur le Nouveau Testament, a book approved by faculty censors. The issues about the Constitution Unigénitas (1713) were mostly doctrinal, and were analyzed at length by an assembly of French bishops; as for the theologians, they were simply ordered to submit. 96 In a somewhat pitiful move, some even sought to avoid registration by pleading that it was unnecessary since the Faculty was dependent upon the ordinary. 97 The conflict rebounded after Louis XTV's death in 1715, signaling a deep division within the Gallican Church on matters of both doctrine and authority. It is not surprising therefore to find the Faculty at the center of the debates. 98 In January 1716 the Faculty annulled the 1714 registration for a very simple reason: it was void, since they had been denied freedom to deliberate-non fuit acceptata, quia non fuit deliberation This was unequivocally a claim to special authority on the part of the body. It was countered by a minority within the Faculty that was expelled for disrespect to the institution, but above all by the constitutionnaires bishops along a very simple line: "Rome had spoken, the majority of the French episcopate had received the papal pronouncement, the king had approved it: all had to obey, beginning with theologians." 100 The controversy kept growing between "accepting bishops" and the Faculty. 101 It expanded into a public debate with the participation of the magistrates, the nuncio, and inevitably the papacy, which delivered the strongest rebuke yet issued. Considering the Faculty as a school directly subject to the Apostolic See, Clement XI suspended all its priv-ileges and forbade the granting of degrees.
102 The Faculty's response was coherent, if politically incorrect; it revealed a fascinating maturation of earlier theories through the experience of the preceding century. He agreed that bishops were the true doctors instituted by Jesus Christ, but showed that this superior right did not exclude the one the doctors had, though on an inferior level, to teach the people and to bear witness to the truth; and that even bishops could not properly fulfill their eminent office without consulting theologians, under which name one had to include not only doctors, but pastors who were lesser prelates.
THE POWER OF
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Ravechet, it will have appeared by now, was not far from the conception of Richer, his predecessor of about a century before. But his "Richerism," if one may use such an ambiguous term, was the fruit of a hundred years of reflection and conflict. The syndic and his friends were dissatisfied with the evolution of Catholicism since the Council of Trent; they yearned for a better, purer, more truthful model of the Church-one in which their qualifications would be acknowledged and their expertise needed. They were dreamers and they paid dearly for their Utopian vision. 112 Their conception was flawed in many ways; however it should not be forgotten, as it represents the flip side of an evolution that still influences Catholic theology today. This anecdote suggests the limits of the classical distinction made in French religious history between "Gallicans" and "Romans." The cardinal was a graduate of the Faculty and a staunch defender of the "Maxims of France," but his ecclesiology differed greatly from his fellow alumni.
The difference can be put in terms of "models of the church." 114 The French archbishop's was a variation of the Tridentine model, simply transfering within the hierarchical system some power from the Pope to the local ordinaries. 115 Totally different was the vision of the doctors, as they expressed it at the time of Unigenitus, in the polemical context that has just been described. It might well still be called "Richerist," in order to acknowledge the influence of the seventeenth-century syndic, but Richer was more a catalyst than an inspiration. The real antecedents lay in the heyday of the Faculty, during the conciliar period, whose "participant ecclesiology" was rediscovered and reinterpreted by its later members during the conflicts of the century. This "participant model" appears to have developed along the lines of a juridical and political conception of the Church, as it stressed two constitutive dimensions: communion at the horizontal level, and representation at the vertical. 116 From this perspective, what constituted the Catholic Church was the unity of faith manifested by the communion of the different (local) churches, one element being necessarily their communion with the Roman Church. The common faith, however, belonged to the entire body and therefore needed not only to be expressed but "verified." This task was eminently if ideally assumed by the General Council, "representing the Church," but only as it reflected the culmination of a long process of representation, by way of synods, from the local community to this general assembly. 117 In that conception, the "representatives" did not act as delegates-this was not a democratic process-but as witnesses. They represented, that is expressed, the faith of their native church, with the purpose of expos-ing, under the assistance of the Spirit, the faith of the Church Catholic. 118 This is why, in order to be authenticated, their decision had to be accepted, along a reverse path, from the council to the local communities. 119 This sounds like rehashed conciliarism adapted to the needs of postTridentine theology. As a matter of fact these composite elements, borrowed from different authorities of the Middle Ages, 120 concurred to stress one element: the magisterium of the Faculty of Theology, the only authority able to exercise this twofold task of representation and verification. A document prepared for the defense of the University of Paris at the time of Unigenitus said that:
It is not true that only bishops have the key of science. One would hope that they all had it and found means to have it in order not to be exposed to mistakes, either on doctrine, or on texts quoted to them. But priests and doctors are also in condition [en état] to have this key, and every man who can pray, meditate, read Holy Scripture, church history, etc., also has this key in proportion to the degree of light God bestows upon him, and this light does not prevent him from being perfectly submitted to the Church and to her decisions. 121 The entire vocabulary of this Defense comes from medieval authors, 122 and it actually paraphrases a famous text by the then chancellor of the University, J. Gerson.
123 But its context is as different from its sources as are its inferences. For the early eighteenth-century doctors, the clavis scientiae was of course their knowledge, that which allowed them to understand and explain difficult matters. 124 They certainly had a high opinion of the state of theology in their age and were tempted to consider it an independent science. 125 They also had a high opinion of themselves, not simply as individuals 126 but as members of a corporation, as parts of a body.
In order fully to understand this last point, one needs to reassess the themes of "freedom" and "dissent" that kept appearing in the complex history of the Faculty. The issue was not simply one of "academic freedom," or the right to maintain theological conclusions against criticism from ecclesiastical authorities, but of the function of a university. The "mother of knowledge" 127 was the place par excellence where fundamental truths were exposed through a process of research, reflection, and argumentations, freedom and independence being the prerequisite to this process. Without these same elements that assured the success of conciliar deliberations under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, 128 the Faculty simply could not exist. 129 Not that the company ever claimed a similar authority, but it defined itself as an indispensable wheel in the mechanism that expressed the faith of the Church. Independent, qualified, but also representative-as priests and pastors-the body of scholars saw exposing orthodoxy as its responsibility, as a jury reaches its verdict in a trial. The charge of the hierarchy was that of the judge, to pass the sentence and see to its execution. 
